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Press Release 

The Correct Revolution Does Not Mean Changing the Rulers, it Means 
Changing the Regime and Establishing the System of Islam 

(Translated) 

The Houthis in Sana'a and the areas of their control celebrate the 
21September Revolution in its fourth anniversary, the alleged revolution they 
took against the prescription decided by the government of accord, led by 
Prime Minister Basindawa in 2014. But this alleged revolution was only a 
chapter of the Anglo-American conflict in Yemen as its predecessor, the 26 
September Revolution in 1962, which America stood by and recognized it and 
supported the nascent republican regime through Gamal Abdel Nasser. 
Whereas Britain repulsed the revolution because it sought to get it out of Aden 
and accordingly supported the monarchists, headed by Imam Muhammad al-
Badr against the republicans and employed the Saudi clan to support him; as 
the war between the monarchy and the republicans lasted for nearly seven 
years. 

Today, the scales of agency have changed as the Houthis - the 
descendants of the kings - have come into the lap of Iran to become America's 
new agents. They have raised the slogan of dropping the prescription proposed 
by the World Bank to be exploited by the Houthis to seize power in Yemen and 
to liquidate and expel British agents from it. This international conflict between 
America and Britain has put Yemen in the turmoil of war that has been going on 
for four years. The war which caused the loss of thousands of innocent-lives, 
starving millions of them, destroying infrastructure, discontinuing salaries, 
spreading fatal diseases, disrupting basic services, lack of oil derivatives, high 
Prices, and the collapse of the Yemeni rial and other disasters and crises... 

America aimed at giving the green light to Saudi Arabia in waging war in 
Yemen to portray the Houthis as victims after they were in the eyes of the world 
and internally the oppressors. It (America) worked to promote this victimized 
portrayal whether through its solution initiatives or through its United Nations 
and sought to save them through this war from the conspiracies of the Britain’s 
agents on them and end their influence completely. However, despite that, it 
wants to limit Iran's role in the region and give Saudi Arabia a role in the 
Yemeni file to ensure that the Houthis have a share of power that exceeds their 
size on the ground. (While Britain is working to preserve its remaining influence 
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in Yemen by excluding the Houthis and reducing their control where possible, 
and it implements this through the UAE, its agent Hadi and its other local 
agents inside Yemen. 

The Houthis did not announce the objectives of their revolution contrary to 
the objectives of the revolution of 1962, but the people who were loyal to the 
English were replaced by people within them without changing the regime as a 
system. They follow the line of the Iranian Khomeini revolution, which severed 
Britain's political influence from Iran, replaced it with the American influence and 
established a republican system derived from the French Revolution completely 
far from the system of Islam. And they continue to mislead their followers in the 
name of the Quranic March, so is the republican system part of the Quranic 
march?! What is wrong with you, how do you judge?!) 

O People of Yemen: 
How long will these conflicting people continue to deceive you and burn you 

in their wars in service for their masters, the Kafir colonizers of the great 
powers? The real revolution is the revolution that uproots the system and brings 
in the correct system. And there is no correct system on earth other than Islam, 
which today we invite you to establish its state, the Khilafah (Caliphate) 
Rashidah State on the method of the Prophethood, on the ruins of this 
republican system, not only to change the people and keep the republican 
system which is derived from Western civilization. For the republican system is 
not from Islam in anyway, and it is more than odd to see those who raise one of 
their hands chanting Death to America – the supporter of the republics in the 
world – while they take its civilization and culture with the other hand, where the 
ignorant considers them as martyrs of the fight whereas they are only seizures 
of inattention and astray! 

Let the people of Yemen know with certainty that nothing will bring them out 
of their miserable lives, wars, and regional, sectarian and racial strife, but the 
state of Islam; the Khilafah (Caliphate) Rashidah State on the method of the 
Prophethood, which applies Islam and implements its fair and enlightened 
judgments that address human problems as a human being regardless of 
religion, color and race. To this we invite you; it is the satisfaction of your Lord 
and your happiness in this World and the Hereafter... 
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